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Collection description

APPAREAL Spring/Summer 20 challenges norms in female fashion on multiple levels.

We bring you feminine-yet-powerful pieces inspired by inspired by women who are on the go everyday, striving 
to achieve the best in every role that they play.

Cutting edge, high-tech textiles are moulded, trimmed and tailored into crop jackets, weather-resistant trench 
coats and sleek dresses in timelessly flattering cuts. We’ve used only the finest fabrics made in Italy and borrowed 
silhouettes from the future. Every piece can be washed as easily as your basic T-shirt, no ironing required.

As well as making sure you look and feel incredible, we prioritise the environment and sustainability. We use 
recycled fabrics, eliminate the need for harmful dry cleaning and carefully craft our collection in solar panel- 
powered factories.

Unreal? Appareal.
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M A N U F A C T U R E D  I N  E U R O P E

We’ve crafted every piece of 
our collection for women on-the-
go. Each and every high tech Italian 
fabric is machine washable, doesn’t 
need to be ironed, and sidesteps the 
harmful enviromental effects of dry 
cleaning. You don’t need to make 
any choices, now you can have it all.
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OLESYA PENCIL DRESSEMILY DRESS SOPHIE FAUX WRAP SPACE X A-LINE DRESS

OLESYA A-LINE DRESS OLESYA CLASSIC DRESS NATALIA WRAP DRESS
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J a c k e t s ,  T r o u s e r s  a n d  S h i r t s

MELISSANDRA LINED
FAUX PYTHON JACKET

VALENTINA SHIRT 
YGRETTE TROUSERS

MELISSANDRA LINED
VELVET JACKET

KIRA FAUX PYTHON JACKET





W I T H  P R O P E R T I E S  L I K E . . .

WASHABLE

QUICK DRY

NO NEED TO IRON

UV COVERAGE

RECYCLED

COMFORTABLE

BREATHABLE

LONG-LASTING

MADE IN EU

SITUATION PROOF





























For APPAREAL founder Olesya, wearing great looking 
clothes was always an important part of her life. It was 
certainly an important part of her career in marketing at 
Olay Skincare where she felt under pressure to look picture 
perfect every day. Looking good gave her that boost of inner 
confidence and avoided her feeling inferior among peers.

At the same time, Olesya was a working mum to a 5 year-
old daughter, and the combination of fashionista, career 
and parenting meant that time, naturally, was on the limited 
side. So, as she rushed to get dressed in the morning, or for 
an evening event, it was always with great disappointment 
that she couldn’t choose her favourite dresses as they were 
waiting patiently to be ironed or taken to the dry cleaner. 
Or, tantalisingly, a dress might be ready but no matching 
jacket was!

It just so happens that Olesya trained as a rocket scientist, 
and was able to dream a little bit further into outer space. 
She refused to accept that humanity could build rocket 
engines, yet couldn’t invent luxury designerwear that could 
be washed as effortlessly as a basic T-shirt, and hung to dry 
to leave no creases. In fact, why not dresses and coats and 
jackets too? And all matching together.

So Olesya embarked on her quest to find out how to make 
fabrics to turn her dream into reality. She spent two years 
travelling to exhibitions around the world and to weavers all 
across Italy. She discovered that techniques to make high-
tech fabrics for sports and car interiors could be reapplied to 
beautiful looking textiles, often with exciting new textures 
that opened up a world of design possibilities.

Wanting to go further, and being passionate about 
sustainability as well as quality, Olesya continued her 
research to find impeccable eco-friendly fur and leather 
alternatives, hunting down solar-power-panelled fabric 
suppliers and even sourcing recycled fabric where she 
could.

Armed with her secret fabric formulas, Olesya then worked 
with world-renowned Italian ateliers who would reimagine 
her designs as part of an accessible collection. Here, her 
combined fashion-passion and scientific-mindset imposed 
demanding levels of precision on tailoring and cut. She 
instinctively knew that the flattering cut, the one that makes 
you look 3 kilos slimmer and 3 cm taller, is what makes 
women like her feel comfortable and feminine in their own 
bodies and confident in any situation. It was essential to 
make it just right, no matter the extra time it took to figure 
it out.

And so APPAREAL was born. Olesya left her office job and 
fully dedicated herself to her mission; that no woman ever 
feels under-dressed because she didn’t have time to iron or 
pop into the dry cleaner. Her goal is to make sure you have 
a spring in your step, and feel your real beautiful self every 
day, not just on special occasions. Because when you feel 
inspired you are more daring, you feel more fulfilled, you go 
after what you want, you feel happier and you make others 
a little happier too.

APPAREAL. Real, wearable, luxury fashion. Not harming the 
planet. Now women really can have it all.

“We can send people to the moon. Can it be so difficult to make luxury
designerwear that doesn’t need to be cared for like a small child?”

A P P A R E A L  F O U N D E R ’ S  s t o r y



Our ahead-of-its time collection is bursting with high-tech know-how and unrivalled 
innovation, bringing a truly different experience for environmentally-conscious women who 
are always on the go.

T E X T I L E S  F R O M  T H E  F U T U R E
Working with fabrics from the future, our range is crafted so it can be popped in a washing machine and 
comes out ready to wear, no ironing and dry cleaning required. Our high-tech fabrics not only reward you with 
extra time but cocoon your skin in guaranteed comfort. Innovative elements like thermoregulation and extra 
breathability ensure our pieces feel just as luxurious as they look. You’ll have an assortment of pieces always 
ready to throw on that look as luxurious as high-maintenance couture pieces but come without the time-
consuming care label and with extra comfort for you.

S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  L E A P
The easy-care nature of our garments eliminates the need for dry cleaning, which is an entirely new approach 
to sustainability among the fashion industry. Chemical pollution from dry cleaning drains into rivers and streams, 
subsequently destroying marine habitats as well as being carcinogenic (cancer-causing) among humans. Our eco-
fur and eco-leather are easy to mistake for the real thing, but are machine washable, sustainable alternatives to 
notoriously un-animal-friendly high fashion. On top we source as much fabric as we can from sustainable solar-
panel-powered fabric suppliers, using recycled fabrics—like those made using yarn from regenerated fishing 
nets—wherever possible to minimise our carbon footprint. All fabrics we use are Oeko-Tex certified.

N E W  L O O K
Unlike anything else on the market, we combine innovative futuristic textiles with classic, traditional tailoring, 
for an entirely fresh take on high fashion. Breathable, double-faced and warp-knitted fabrics combine with 
machine-washable eco leather and eco-fur, complemented by waterproof velvets, printed python-effect and 
many others. We’ve harnessed the best fabric expertise out there to create our ahead-of-its-time collection.
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